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Resource planning now includes costs associated with role demand. This helps the portfolio manager 

not only know the availability of roles required for each project but also the total cost associated with 

them.  View demand, allocated and committed costs in the grid and stacked histogram. Run recalculate 

costs to ensure you have the latest cost calculations. 

 

Hourly rates can now be specified for roles created at the workspace level. This feature enables 

portfolio and resource managers to better understand the costs involved during resource planning. 

Specify time-phased rates with a unique effective date for each rate. Note that the feature applies only 

to roles created at the workspace level – not to roles created at the project level or to named resources 

created at either the workspace or project level. 

Efficient Frontier is enhanced to perform project selection based on funds available for the portfolio. 

The optimizer will select projects based on fund availability – both lump sump and time-phased -- fund 

restrictions, and project costs. This helps the portfolio manager maximize the value of the portfolio 

while meeting the budget requirements. 

Manage application presets to create a predefined list of applications users can access in Prime. To 

assign an app preset list, navigate to the Companies page. Select users and then click Edit apps in the 

Actions menu. The feature saves time by enabling you to assign application presets to a group of users 

instead of individual users. 

Allocate workspace funds to Portfolios. In previous versions you could only allocate workspace funds to 

projects and child workspaces. 

A new project setting specifies the time zone used to determine if a task is overdue and to assign the 

correct date when Today is selected for the Completed Date. Task dates are determined in reference to 

midnight on the Prime server. The new feature resolves discrepancies that can arise when a project and 

the Prime server are located in different time zones. 



Prime now provides production and non-production workspaces. This feature enables an organization 

to keep non-production data – to be used for training or testing, for example – separate from its 

production data. Every tenant database is configured with a non-production and production workspace 

under the root workspace. Child workspaces inherit non-production or production properties 

accordingly. 

Prime now supports project template functionality with project proposals. Initial technical issues 

related to project status and workflow initiation are resolved to enable creation of project proposals 

using project templates. 

Non-application administrators can now add users to Prime. A new global privilege, User 

Administrator, enables project managers to add users as needed to perform work. It also enables 

subcontractor companies to add users when new employees are hired. 

 
 

A new column in the risk register enables you to view pending workflow actions without leaving the 

Risks page. Live links provide easy access to actions assigned to you. 

Field lengths in the Start Workflow pop-up dialog box are increased to improve type-ahead 

functionality. 

Change Orders and Payment Applications are added as new subject areas for reports. Either can be 

selected as a main subject area or as a secondary subject area under Contracts or Projects. 

Import portfolio funds from Excel. Create an import template to enter portfolio funds into Excel, and 

then import them into Prime. In previous versions, funds could only be imported at the workspace and 

project levels. 

Portfolio optimization is enhanced to include the selection of evaluation categories for objectives. This 

feature provides the flexibility to analyze based on individual evaluation categories. 

Prime expands the number of schedule components that can be imported from an Excel spreadsheet 

to include activities, relationships, resource/role assignments, and code values. 

P6 XML import is improved in Prime with mandatory field default values. These values prevent import 

failure if a mandatory field is not included in the P6 XML import file. Some mandatory fields in Prime are 

optional in P6. 
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